
IVA provides summary with link to more info. 

Searches MySSSA

Miguel uses UCS to prepare 
for meeting with Hilda.

Unsure Informed Anxious Relieved Empowered

Concludes call and asks
Hilda to complete survey.
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Advises Hilda to make 
a Field O�ce appointment.

Unsure

* * *
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Miguel has access to 
Hilda’s history to orient 
himself to her situation.

!

Accesses Agent Desktop knowledge 
base. Con�rms documents 
needed to correct earnings.
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Bakery and Coffee Shop Owner
Uses Quicken and Turbotax for accounting
Not enough time in the day

Still learning SSA lingo

Comfortable with WebApps, not Legacy

Asks a lot of questions

Confused Encouraged

Time to 
do my
taxes... Frustrated

Hmmm ... wonder what my SSA earnings are?

To correct this, you need to
bring in these documents.

How I can �x this?

Wait, there’s something wrong here!  
My earnings don’t match!

Can you please complete this phone survey?

I need to read up 
on this case before
the customer arrives.

Anxious Hopeful

Busy and drained

Con�dent

PHONE (Research and Resolve) FIELD OFFICE (Prepare, Research, Working Together) PROBLEM RESOLVEDSELF-STUDY

Using analytics and survey feedback to identify 
opportunities to improve future experience.

Let me try and �nd a solution...

Hmmm...  this is interesting.  
Maybe I can �nd a solution here.

I better call to make sure I am on the right track.

This is telling me I need to provide proof. 
I’m not sure what that means. 

I have the �nal document. 
Where is the closest kiosk?

I see that you’ve been searching
for the documentation you need
for proof of earnings. 

Completes survey.

Phone surveys following
calls to �eld o�ce.

*
Email surveys sent following 
�eld o�ce visits.

Situation prompts Miguel to 
learn more about zero earnings 
policy via IVA and Agent Desktop.

Hilda receives survey via 
email following o�ce visit.

Let's make an appointment. Or you can
schedule it via IVA when you are ready.

Later... 
Hilda con�rms her FO appointment on MySSA

Hilda goes to FO for appointment.
It will be a relief to get this �xed!

Miguel reviews documents provided for burden of proof.
Searches suspense �le, checks SEQY and DEQY.

Hi, how are you.
Let me see what you have here...

Ah, I’ve found the discrepancy.  To correct
this you need to provide one more document.

You can use a Kiosk to submit it. 
No need to come back in!

Uses  mobile MySSA to �nd kiosk locations.

Happy

Yay! My earnings have been corrected!
Later... Hilda logins to MySSA to check her earnings.

SSA receives Hilda’s �nal document

Hilda uses kiosk to 
submit �nal document.

Tim
e lapse...

So glad I didn’t 
have to go to 
the �eld o�ce!

*
Surveys receieved from 
users on kiosks.

Hilda  submits survey 
presented at kiosk.

Voice of the
Customer

Hilda talks to Miguel Last document for burden of proof sent to SSAField O�ce meeting

Uses IVA to schedule appointment

I found the documents I need! 
Let me schedule that appointment. 

Field O�ce appointment set

Tim
e lapse...

Tim
e la

pse
...

Finishes previous call and answers Hilda’s call.

Hi, how may I help you?




